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AGA Hot Water - Safety Update 
 

If your AGA’s internal boiler fails, or you change any part of the hot water system then you’ll 

need to add some safety devices to bring it up to modern standards. 

 

AGA Hot Water – A brief history, and how it works. 

It was an option (for some, but not all models) to have a small hot water boiler fitted in older 

‘traditional’ AGAs. It’s been discontinued now but many old AGAs are fitted with a boiler.  

 

The boiler was a simple affair – a cast iron ‘water jacket’ that absorbed heat from the burner, 

circulating pipes then took hot water to the cylinder by ‘gravity’ circulation (pipes laid to a 

gradient, heat rises, voila – hot cylinder, no pump needed).  

 

It worked all the time the AGA was on (i.e. all the time) with a small output heating a big 

volume of water in the (usually large) cylinder, the water acting as a ‘buffer’ – absorbing heat 

when there wasn’t much demand and providing a large store when demand outstripped 

supply. (On average the AGA would heat a 45 gallon cylinder twice per 24 hours.) 

 

So how was it controlled? Well, it wasn’t! It’s an ‘uncontrolled source’ (like the old back-

boiler on an open-fire).You make hot water all the time the AGA’s on but there’s no 

thermostat to turn the water-heating off when it’s up to temperature, and you can’t ‘boost’ it if 

you start to run out. 

 

If it was thought that there’d be too much hot water a ‘heat-leak’ towel rail or small bathroom 

radiator might be fitted to help ‘use up’ some of the excess heat produced by the AGA, but 

that (and just opening the hot tap to throw away some hot water) was all that could be done. 

It’s pretty basic, not very environmentally friendly and when you think about it – not all that 

safe either. There’s nothing to stop the water overheating in the cylinder and scalding hot 

water getting to the hot tap… 

 

(Oh, and by the way – it wasn’t free! You never get ‘owt for nowt’! Just because the AGA 

was on anyway didn’t make heating the hot water free – it burnt more fuel to heat the hot 

water in the cylinder [50% more]. ‘Back in the day’ this extra fuel was often less than a boiler 

would use to heat the same amount of water but modern systems are much more efficient, 

and controllable, than the AGA.) 

 

How do we make it safe, and comply with current Building Regulations? 

Fortunately there are things that can be done, and nowadays the safety devices are 

mandatory under the Building Regulations (part G if you would like to look).  
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Blending Valve – stops scalding water at the tap 

To stop the hot water coming out of the tap at an unsafe temperature a ‘blending valve’ 

should be fitted. This mixes in some cold water with the hot to limit the temperature coming 

from the tap.  

(Building Regulations state a max. of 600C at the outlet of a storage vessel [cylinder] 

connected to an uncontrolled heat-source, and 480C at the tap serving a bath [no matter 

what the heat-source].) 

 

The blending valve can be either a single one at the cylinder outlet to limit all the hot water 

(to 600C), and / or a more ‘local’ one just serving one sink or bath set to 480C. 

 

Preventing an Overheating Cylinder 

The blending valve will then take care of the water temperature at the tap, but what about 

heat-build up in the cylinder? If no-one uses any hot water for a while (don’t forget, the AGA 

won’t stop heating the water) then it could get really hot… Another safety device needs to be 

fitted: a ‘temperature relief valve’ which will open at a pre-set temperature and discharge 

the excessively hot water to a safe (usually visible) place (so you’re aware of it but aren’t 

harmed by it). A bit like an overflow from a WC cistern – annoying enough that you’ll do 

something about it. 

(A lot of modern boiler systems are ‘unvented’ and have to be fitted with a pressure relief 

valve as well as the temperature relief valve. The need for both on a system is so common 

that manufacturers make combined temperature and pressure relief valves and it’s normal to 

just fit one of those.) 

 

Older systems don’t usually have the safety devices 

It’s not unusual for an existing AGA hot water system not to have these devices fitted but if 

any work is done to any part of it then it should be brought up to standard by retrofitting 

them. So if you change the cylinder, boiler in the AGA or any part of the hot water 

distribution or storage then your plumber will need to fit them as part of what they do. 

 

Do we have upgrade and fit them? 

If the hot water system connected to your AGA is the old type and doesn’t have the safety 

devices you can’t just replace a failed boiler in the cooker without upgrading (or make any 

alterations to the hot water system) ‘because that’s how it was for the last 30 years and it’s 

been ok up to now’.  

The Building Regulations insist that it’s brought up to date when any work is done. It might 

seem a pain, it will be expensive (and probably inconvenient too) but let’s face it – it’s better 

than the consequences of a problem if you don’t have it. 
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How long will the AGA’s boiler last? 

AGA boilers have a finite life, mostly down to the water that runs through them. They can furr 

up, circulation is slowed and you can hear the water gurgle and boil in the cooker, or they 

simply corrode and start to leak inside the cooker. 

 

The hot water systems were often installed as old-style ‘direct’ circulating types (the same 

water that goes to the taps also went through the boiler - you ‘directly’ heat the water you’ll 

be using) – these suffer more from furring / limescaling and / or corrosion with the constant 

flow of fresh water, and because the water might end up in your bath it couldn’t be ‘dosed’ 

with corrosion inhibitor. 

 

In the worst-case we’ve known aggressive water eat through a boiler (and/or cylinder) in as 

little as eight-years but most last somewhere between fifteen and thirty. 

 

What are the symptoms of a failed internal boiler? 

If the boiler fails and starts to leak you might notice wisps of steam escaping to the left side 

of the boiling plate (the left-hand one) or possibly from where the top-plate meets the left-

hand side panel or left side of the front plate.  

When the insulation around the boiler gets wet it soaks up the water and shrinks (it’s 

vermiculite - a bit like popcorn in appearance but shrinks to a sludge like porridge when it 

gets wet). If this happens you might notice raised surface temperatures of the top-plate to 

the left of the boiling plate.  

Sometimes, if a boiler has been leaking slowly for a long time the left-hand side panel can 

rust and corrode. 

If the boiler is getting furred up inside it might not necessarily leak. The blockage inside it will 

slow water circulation which can lead to overheating (boiling) in the boiler itself, you can 

often hear this as a gurgle and surge, or just a ‘water boiling in a kettle’ type sound. 

 

If your AGA has an internal boiler we check the insulation for moisture around it when the 

cooker is serviced but if something happens between visits you might need to get in touch to 

arrange for remedial work to be done. 

 

If the boiler in the AGA does fail there are a couple of options: 

(i) Replace it with a new one. We can get spares but like lots of things these days 

it’s not quite as simple as just replacing it, you’ll need to ask a plumber to retrofit 

the aforementioned safety devices, or  

(ii) Have the boiler removed and heat the water from a different source; we’d advise 

the latter – it’s the best solution overall. 

 

Removing the hot water facility from the AGA means you’ll need to arrange for the hot water 

to be heated by a different source, but it’s very likely that this will be much more fuel efficient, 

safer, cheaper to run and it’ll be controllable too. 


